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“Neil takes readers on a riveting journey through the past, present and future of stem cell therapy. His well-researched, educational and entertaining book could change your life. I highly recommend it.”

Tony Robbins, NY Times #1 Bestselling Author

“100 years old will soon become the new 60. Stem cells are a key therapeutic to enable this future. Dr. Riordan’s book is your guide to why this is true and how you will benefit. A must read for anyone who cares about extending their healthy lifespan.”

Peter H. Diamandis, MD; Founder, XPRIZE & Singularity University; Co-Founder, Human Longevity, Inc.; Author of NY Times Best Sellers Abundance and Bold

Stem cells are the repair cells of your body. When there aren’t enough of them, or they aren’t working properly, chronic diseases can manifest and persist.

From industry leaders, sport stars, and Hollywood icons to thousands of everyday, ordinary people, stem cell therapy has helped when standard medicine failed. Many of them had lost hope. These are their stories.

Neil H Riordan, author of MSC: Clinical Evidence Leading Medicine’s Next Frontier, the definitive textbook on clinical stem cell therapy, brings you an easy-to-read book about how and why stem cells work, and why they’re the wave of the future.

“I’m the luckiest guy in the world. Stem cells have given me my life back.”

Sam Harrell – Football coach and Multiple Sclerosis patient

“I never want to go back to autism before stem cells.”

Marty Kelly – Parent of a child with autism

NEIL H RIORDAN, PA, PhD

Neil H Riordan is an accomplished scientist and developer of regenerative medicine therapeutics, with more than 70 peer reviewed publications and more than 40 patents and patent applications to his credit. He is the author of MSC: Clinical Evidence Leading Medicine’s Next Frontier, a groundbreaking compilation of stem cell studies for more than 30 medical conditions, with over 800 references to peer-reviewed articles. Dr. Riordan founded Medistem Panama, a leading stem cell laboratory and research facility that is ISO 9001 certified and fully licensed by the Panamanian Ministry of Health. He also founded the Stem Cell Institute in Panama, where his mesenchymal stem cell technologies continue to be implemented in patients, now numbering in the thousands, with autoimmune and degenerative diseases and injuries.
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As I read this book, I became very emotional. I had to go back about 28 years ago when my wife and I sat in a doctor’s office and listened to a neurologist list in grim detail how our beautiful three-year-old son Ryan would spend his next 20 years. The doctor told us there was nothing that they could do at that time. He suggested that we do everything we could to keep Ryan active in order to maintain the strength he had as long as possible. And hopefully in the next 20 years they might find a cure for muscular dystrophy. The prognosis changed our lives forever. It was a very painful time for all of us.

As I continued to read about all of the patients who have been treated by Dr. Riordan, I realized that we all had one thing in common: traditional medicine had given up on us. There was nothing that could be done. Our own government, founded on the premise of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, had evolved into overreaching bureaucracy that would attempt to prevent us from seeking lifesaving alternative treatments.

But once again, we all had something else in common. We found a man who was willing to do everything in his power to offer us options and give us hope for the future of our loved ones. Dr. Riordan has truly dedicated himself to his profession as a medical pioneer. He has sacrificed everything he has to give those who have been told there are no options a fighting chance and real hope for the future.
Dr. Riordan has never wavered in the face of scrutiny. It takes true courage to stand up to the often judgmental “traditional” medical community—those who act offended when you suggest that there might be a different way.

Fortunately for all of us, Dr. Riordan had the foresight to look beyond the walls of traditional medicine and fight the fight for us. I encourage you to read this book, and not just the chapters related to your condition. As a whole, the book lays out Dr. Riordan’s courageous and successful journey through his stories and the stories of his patients.

Thank you, Dr. Riordan, for all that you have done for us and our families. You truly are a hero!

George Benton, Ryan’s father
Neil Riordan, PhD, PA is a pioneer of the highest order, in some ways like John Glenn or Neil Armstrong. Neil has ventured where the routes were uncharted and the dangers huge. His rocket of cell therapy was launched on a rickety platform filled with hopes and dreams, and powered by an engine of money. This pioneer has hacked his way through the jungle of naysayers and has produced miracles of enormous proportions. He has taken our scientific dreams and translated them into a high-caliber medical facility that does good by offering exposure to cell therapy treatments that we working scientists only dream about.

Although there are those in my professional realm who would say that Neil is a medical “cowboy” who “experiments” with human subjects, I would say that he is providing access to therapies that are no more experimental than one sees every single day in the surgical suites of major medical centers. In such situations, the surgeon is “forced” to improvise because of the complexity of the wound field. Such improvisation sometimes involves using materials that are not approved but that the surgeon “feels” will work well in the situation he faces. For example, human decellularized skin from dead people was approved for topical applications for ulcerated wounds in diabetic patients. But these “membranes” are fabulous for closing abdominal surgical wounds in hernia repair operations and have changed the way such closures are done. This surgical improvisation, originally performed by a “cowboy” surgeon, is now the standard of care. We move forward in medicine by the skill and insightful work of pioneers—some with IRB approval and some not. Riordan’s procedures with MSCs currently have IRB approvals.
In a sense of transparency, let me say that I have accepted honoraria from Neil Riordan and gifts of hotel rooms, meals, and, indeed, infusions of MSCs. These all have monetary value, but none influences my opinion. The monetary success of Neil’s enterprises evoke jealousy in some entrepreneurs, but Neil’s continual reinvestment of money into his next medically successful enterprise displays his true motives—the advancement of a medically necessary science despite great obstacles. The key to his success is in the enormously high quality of his facilities; the people, doctors, nurses, receptionist, PR team, etc. are all highly principled and care about the patients they serve. These people care about what they do because Neil recruits them for their skills and attitude. He does not discuss this in this book, but they are present on every page. He talks about Dr. Paz, but he does not tell you of his long medical experience and his reputation in the United States and in Panama for caring and experienced medical judgements. In all of Neil’s clinics, quality control labs, hotels for patients, and restaurants where they eat, the staff behind the scenes are dedicated to providing the highest quality medical care possible. Some clinics and hospitals in the United States could take lessons from the Riordan gang. That said, the cell-based therapies Neil’s clinics provide have not all been approved and tested by double-blind, placebo control and rigorously monitored clinical trials, although such trials are currently underway. But, like innovative surgeons, these open-label uses have proven effective, as hopefully we will see in published peer-reviewed reports of his studies.

Each chapter of this book recounts the personal stories of how Neil’s unwavering confidence that cell-based therapies with MSC preparations from fat, marrow, or umbilical cords can make a medical difference. Neil made medical tourism work, and what he has done is highly laudable, not only because of the patients he has helped, but because of the laws that have been written to support cell-based therapies in Panama. This book is not what I pleaded with Neil to write, however. I have, for many years, begged him to give us outcome reports of his many patients: what they have as clinical problems, what they walk in with, and the longitudinal outcomes after the cell infusions. Hopefully these will be forthcoming, but they are not in this book. What is here in these pages is, none-the-less, amazing.
I first learned about Neil’s clinic in Costa Rica and thought his procedures and therapies were brilliant. And these were crude compared to those currently underway in Panama. The Panama GMP-production facilities, his offices and treatment rooms, and the products including MSCs from umbilical tissue are of the highest quality. These are the vehicles and the platform that allow him to write this treatise of the therapies they provide. It is a shame that we have to fly to Panama to have access to these therapies instead of having them available in the United States. How long will it take for such therapies to be available to the patients covered by Medicaid or Medicare instead of those from Beverly Hills or Long Island who can afford to travel to Panama?

Almost daily I receive emails from people who want access to “stem cell” treatments. I tell them that I am just a PhD researcher and cannot suggest an avenue of treatment for medical issues. If you have this book in hand, read the chapters. They are honest, open, and spellbinding. While Neil is not a medical doctor, his clinical experience as a physician assistant along with his research background have prepared him for the serious medical issues for which Neil has organized cell therapy treatments, often with quite significant outcomes. Neil is certainly a student of the medical arts and an expert using innovative treatments. I have talked to patients of Neil’s clinics and their family members about their treatments; the stories told in this book are just the tip of the iceberg. This is an interesting book and an interesting and gutsy journey of Neil Riordan. His physician father would be proud to recognize Neil’s passion and medical achievements.

Arnold I. Caplan, PhD
Skeletal Research Center
Department of Biology
Case Western Reserve University
10600 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
January 15, 2017
Over the years, I’ve followed the adoption of biologics in orthopedic surgery practice among my colleagues. Biologics are medical products derived from living sources; stem cells are a type of biologic. Many physicians started out by using the only biologic available to orthopedic doctors in the United States at the time: platelet-rich plasma (PRP). PRP is essentially made up of the growth factors from whole blood - in orthopedics, PRP is actually a mixture of white blood cells and platelet-rich plasma. PRP is used to augment the healing response in soft tissue injuries such as tendon and muscle tears. Before biologics came into use, patients were usually given steroid injections to ease pain from soft tissue injuries.

Steroids make the injury feel better short term, but in the long run, they actually tear up the tissue, breaking down proteins and sometimes worsening the injury rather than healing it. They do nothing to address the underlying problem, which is how to regenerate damaged or degenerated tissue. Eventually, the patient may need surgery due to the damage.
Inflammation of the joints can be treated with a combination of a local anesthetic and corticosteroids to reduce pain. However, this treatment can induce death in cartilage cells,\(^1,2\) especially at higher doses,\(^3\) raising questions about the benefit when used for osteoarthritis. Animal models, particularly in horses, show a detrimental effect of corticosteroids on cartilage:\(^4\) treatment with corticosteroids alters cartilage and collagen production not just in the treated joint(s) but also in untreated joints, an effect that may spread to the rest of the body.\(^5\) Similar negative effects to cartilage tissue have also been observed in dog models in vivo, and in vitro.\(^6,7\)
Steroids are associated with damage to cartilage cells and with avascular necrosis of the joints, along with other negative effects on the body:

- Decrease overall immunity
- Toxic to stem cells
- Destroy body’s capacity to repair tendons

The progression of osteoarthritis was shown to continue regardless of corticosteroid treatment as early as 1993: the knees of steroid-treated patients showed more degeneration (78.6 percent) than the knees of those who did not receive treatment (52.4 percent). More recently, the use of corticosteroids has been shown to have fewer long-term benefits for lateral epicondylitis, more commonly known as tennis elbow—an inflammation in the elbow region with damage to the tendons and muscles in the joint area. Despite positive short-term effects, injections with corticosteroids have been found to be no better in the long term than injections with a placebo, with higher recurrence rates after a year.

Interestingly, steroids are naturally secreted in the body by the adrenal cortices in response to stress only in the absence of sufficient vitamin C. The adrenal cortices have the highest concentration of vitamin C of any tissue in the body. When the body is under stress, vitamin C is secreted from the adrenals first, having a potent anti-inflammatory effect in the body. We routinely put our orthopedic patients on oral vitamin C, and we give a vitamin C IV after every surgery to replenish the body’s and the adrenals’ supply.

It makes sense evolutionarily that if the building blocks of repair are not available to heal a wound, the wound will remain in a chronically inflamed state. Vitamin C is crucial for collagen production and therefore wound healing. If the adrenals are out of vitamin C, the secreted corticosteroids may have an anti-inflammatory effect, but their catabolic action is inferior to the vitamin C they are replacing.

Early on, orthopedic specialists used PRP to treat a variety of inflammatory conditions like infrapatellar tendonitis, also known as jumper’s knee. They knew that surgery would likely make this condition worse in many patients, especially in athletes. Reports were coming in of patients being treated with PRP for a variety of tendon conditions, without needing surgery. Very few doctors were using PRP treatments, but then
again, their options were limited. PRP turned out to be a good choice for infrapatellar tendonitis. Patients did much better with PRP than they would have with arthroscopy, the most common surgical procedure for that condition.

Without the growth factors from PRP, a tendon has little chance to heal due to the low blood supply—much like cartilage in people with arthritis. Platelets are designed to heal a wound and stop bleeding as well as recruit cells from the bloodstream and bone marrow to induce healing. When PRP is injected, it sends the message, “this tissue is injured” to the body so that the body responds accordingly. With a minimally invasive procedure taking fewer than 30 minutes, athletes could now be back on the field in six weeks, playing with no pain.
As PRP technology matured, physicians moved from pulling growth factors out of blood to pulling growth factors out of bone marrow, as well as stem cell concentrate. Whole blood contains very few stem cells, but bone marrow is a rich source of these cells. It is particularly rich in stem cells that promote angiogenesis, or the development of new blood vessels, which helps to bring needed nutrients to the site of injury. When working with tissues that naturally have less blood supply, growth of new blood vessels to the area can make a big difference.

Also during this time, orthopedic surgeons performed microfracture surgeries, the standard of care for patients with damaged knee cartilage. The procedure involves drilling holes into the knee that go just deep enough to let bone marrow leak out. In microfracture, the bone marrow is key to prompting healing of the cartilage. Stem cells and other growth factors from bone marrow home to the area of damage and promote healing of the cartilage. Whether or not the procedure is successful is largely dependent on how robust the stem cells are. The problem is, many patients who undergo this procedure do not recover from the injury, or they only recover for a couple years because they were not able to heal the cartilage well enough. Unfortunately, this procedure has poorer outcomes than other cartilage repair techniques, and a paper that reviews 20 years of data in 28 studies has found that there is insufficient data available on its long-term effects.

As it turns out, the protective covering that grows back to heal the cartilage after a microfracture procedure is not hyaline, the type of cartilage we are born with, but fibrocartilage, which is inherently less stable than hyaline within joints. Fibrocartilage breaks down more easily than hyaline, which is why so many microfracture procedures fail.

The relatively poor success rate of microfracture surgery spurred doctors to look for a better alternative and some began adding a concentrated bone marrow aspirate to help heal the knee better than the few drops that are extracted during microfracture. The problem was, at the time, the procedure involved extracting bone marrow with a tool called a Jamshidi™, a long nail-like needle that is driven into the hip bone using a mallet. The old Jamshidi procedure was painful, required the patient to be put under anesthesia, and involved multiple bone marrow draws to get a good sample. Jamshidi design improved over the years and nowadays, an experienced doctor can use a
Platelet-Rich Plasma (PRP)

Treatment with platelet rich plasma (PRP) is a technique to enhance the healing process after injury. Blood is drawn, generally from the patient’s arm vein, and is then centrifuged to obtain platelets and cytokines in higher concentrations than in circulating blood. This process separates the PRP product into three distinct layers: 1) red blood cells at the bottom; 2) white blood cells and inflammatory cytokines (the buffy coat) in the middle; and 3) plasma (the liquid part of the blood), containing platelets and growth factors at the top.

There are actually two products that are commonly referred to as PRP. One of them is pure PRP. This classical, or true, PRP is made by centrifuging the tube gently so that the platelets remain suspended in the plasma. The plasma is then transferred to another tube, which is centrifuged harder so that the platelets separate to the bottom.

In the field of orthopedics, PRP is not only PRP—it also includes the white blood cells (from the buffy coat). Most machines that automate this process will also include the white blood cells (commonly known as the PBMCs, or peripheral blood mononuclear cells). So, in the literature there are many articles that refer to PRP when in fact they are describing PRP with PBMCs. Preferably, you would want the white blood cells in the PRP mixture if the goal is to heal the wound, because it includes cellular components that aid in healing.
Once the platelets are activated inside the body, they release more growth factors, which promotes blood vessel formation. This newly formed blood vessel network allows nutrients and other cells to be delivered to the area, resulting in a faster recovery with less pain and reduced scarring of the injured tissue. Treatment with PRP is especially useful in orthopedics and in sports medicine, with notable successes in arthroscopy (anterior cruciate ligament and meniscal repairs), muscle tears, Achilles tendon injury, and tennis elbow, among many other injuries.\textsuperscript{17}

PRP plus PBMCs can be described as “bone marrow lite.” The bone marrow is a very rich environment of stem cells, including CD34+ cells, which are the precursors to all blood cells, and endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs), which are very important for inducing new blood vessel growth. EPCs and CD34+ cells both contribute to new blood vessel formation. The bone marrow also contains MSCs, which also can enhance new blood vessel growth as well as secrete many trophic factors that stimulate regeneration and decrease inflammation.

specially designed Jamshidi to quickly harvest bone marrow with minimal discomfort for the patient. Processing the bone marrow aspirate in a vertical axis centrifuge enables doctors at RMI to maximize the concentration of extracted mononuclear cells, which includes stem cells, compared to older machines like the Magellan.

Given the current regulatory environment in the United States, one of the very few stem cell options available to us is bone marrow aspirate concentrate (BMAC). Even though it is available in the United States, it is rarely paid for by insurance. I believe that soon, that is all going to change.

Stem cells from bone marrow aspirate have been compared to almost every graft with more success found in the treatment groups receiving bone marrow. What many orthopedic surgeons did not understand in the past was that bone marrow aspirate is not only useful for healing bone, but also for other tissues. We published a paper about our treatment with bone marrow aspirate concentrate of a 56-year-old woman with Achilles tendinopathy and a partially torn Achilles tendon that limited her ability to participate in daily activities that involved walking or wearing shoes other than sandals.\textsuperscript{47} To our knowledge, she was the first Achilles tendinopathy patient treated with bone marrow aspirate. Previously an active tennis player, she hadn’t been
on the court in ten years due to her injury. She had seen multiple physicians over the years and followed standard conservative treatment involving stretching and anti-inflammatory medications. She had opted out of steroid injections and the standard surgery for the injury, but when presented with the possibility of an ultrasound-guided bone marrow aspirate concentrate injection of her own bone marrow, a non-invasive procedure that takes fewer than 60 minutes, she was interested.

Just six weeks after the procedure, the patient reported significantly less pain upon rest and while walking. The knot in her Achilles tendon decreased to 50 percent of its original size and was no longer tender to the touch. She was finally able to put on heels and walk over uneven surfaces without pain. And best of all, she returned to the court to play tennis for the first time in years. An MRI done ten weeks after the procedure showed that her heel looked almost indistinguishable from her other heel, which was not injured. A regeneration of tissue health such as this is not seen with other treatment types. Recovery time for the standard surgical procedure for her injury would have taken at least six months, but would not have restored her tendon as the bone marrow aspirate did, as evidenced by the MRI. Recovery like this simply doesn’t happen with surgery.

Our rationale for treating this woman’s Achilles tendonopathy came from our success with using bone marrow concentrate with Achilles tendon grafts in ACL (anterior cruciate ligament) tear repairs of the knee. ACL injuries are one of the most common injuries and often involve removing part of the patient’s own tendon from below the kneecap to replace the ACL. This repair takes 369 days to heal, at which point it looks normal on an MRI. Unfortunately, the tendon that is removed from below the kneecap often does not heal properly, sometimes resulting in tendonitis or a shortening of the tendon, both of which affect the placement of the kneecap and can lead to arthritis. Orthopedic surgeons at RMI use a sterilized graft of an Achilles heel taken from a cadaver, which can be better tailored to the size of the new ACL without needing to remove the patient’s own tendon. They inject bone marrow concentrate at the site of the injury, and healing time is fewer than 24 weeks, which is about half the time of the conventional treatment. Patients are able to avoid the complications of conventional treatment and get back to their normal lives sooner.
The patient’s heel on MRI before treatment, 10 weeks after treatment, and 32 weeks after treatment. There is near complete healing of the affected tendon. The affected area decreased from 2.272 cm² to 1.204 cm².
Hyaline vs. Fibrocartilage

Cartilage is a connective tissue formed by cells called chondrocytes that are stacked within a collagen-based matrix. There are no blood vessels in this structure; nutrients are absorbed via the matrix, resulting in a limited capacity for regeneration. Cartilage may be classified into three types: hyaline cartilage, fibrocartilage, and elastic cartilage.\textsuperscript{20}

Elastic cartilage is found in the ear and throat and is the most pliable of the three types. Fibrocartilage is designed to bear tension and compression, and as such it is a strong type of cartilage present in the vertebral discs of the spine, in the meniscus, at the end of tendons, and in the callus structure of the bones. Hyaline cartilage may be found in the rib area and in the more mobile articular joints (wrists, elbows, shoulders, hips, knees, etc.) where synovial fluid reduces friction in the space between the bones. The matrix of hyaline

Teresa Hamrick is a registered nurse from Tallahassee, FL. In 1983 she was injured in a bike accident but brushed off the injury and continued to walk around as normally as possible for as long as possible. Knee pain eventually brought her to the doctor two years later, where she was told that she had degenerative joint disease and needed to have both knees replaced. The cartilage in her knees was non-existent, and her femur heads were worn after being ground away by bone chips. Her doctors recommended that she find a new line of work that allowed her to sit. She went back to school and got a degree in management. Her orthopedic surgeon told her that if she proceeded with total knee replacement, she would need to repeat the surgeries about seven years later due to the wear and tear of her usual rate of activity. She opted out of the surgery and was soon bound to a motorized scooter.

Twelve years later, at age 50, Teresa experienced her first heart attack. She recovered and slowly began working out with a trainer to help prevent further heart problems. But in July 2011 she had a massive heart attack and was forced to retire due to the state of her heart. She was left with not much hope at that point. Her medical background spurred her interest in finding
cartilage is formed by collagen type II, whereas fibrocartilage is made up of collagen type I. There are fewer chondrocytes in fibrocartilage than in hyaline cartilage, as well as fewer proteoglycans and glycoproteins. Under the microscope, cells in hyaline cartilage are rounded and cluster in small groups as they are scattered within the matrix, encased by the perichondrium, a supporting structure. Cells in fibrocartilage lie in rows and are surrounded by bundles of collagen fibers that give it an array-like appearance.

A particular concern\textsuperscript{21,22} when treating cartilage defects in the joints is that the tissue that regrows might contain fibrocartilage instead of hyaline cartilage, leading to stiffness in a previously mobile joint and a loss of normal function. In some cases, hyaline-like tissue does form successfully, but fibrocartilage\textsuperscript{23} and type I collagen\textsuperscript{24} can appear in up to 40 percent of cases.\textsuperscript{25}

a solution. She read scientific articles and clinical trials about her condition and possible options. She eventually decided to try autologous bone marrow stem cell therapy for her heart. After treatment her ejection fraction went from 12 to 30 percent in three months.

Fast forward to early September 2013. Her heart was in good shape—ejection fraction was 40 percent, and she was up to walking, albeit with some trouble, a mile and a half a day. One day she was walking down a hill and she felt a rip on the side of her knee. That injury put her back in the motorized scooter, only able to walk up to ten or fifteen feet on her own. She saw an orthopedic surgeon who recommended total knee replacement of both knees. Not a big fan of surgery or drugs, she went online to find out if anyone was doing stem cell treatments for knees. She learned about the International Stem Cell Symposium to be held in the Bahamas in September 2014. A year before, I had met an orthopedic surgeon at a conference in Florida organized by the same group. At the Bahamas symposium, he was scheduled to present his results on treating patients in his orthopedic practice. Teresa booked a ticket to the Bahamas to learn more about his work. She was impressed with his presentation and met him after his talk. They arranged for her to come back to Texas for treatment. In March, the orthopedic surgeon evaluated her knees and determined that she still
needed a total knee replacement for the left knee, but only a partial for the right. He performed the surgery along with BMAC and amnion injections. Amnion is a human amniotic membrane product, derived from the lining of the amniotic sac from a healthy, live birth.

With age, the number of stem cells inside bone marrow steadily declines. By the time a human reaches skeletal maturity, the number of mesenchymal stem cells in bone marrow has declined by 90 percent. The doubling time of cells, which is an indication of their robustness, also declines with age. In older patients with chronic orthopedic conditions, the Riordan Medical Institute augments bone marrow concentrate with amnion. When exposed to the amnion, the cells of the bone marrow concentrate actually alter in such a way that makes them appear and behave like bone marrow concentrate cells from a younger individual.

Four weeks later, Teresa was able to fly home. The following September she came back for a right partial knee replacement and more BMAC and amnion injections. “No one ever thought I would get back to my current functional status after scootering and limping for 30 years and then being in a wheelchair for six months. I have been working out with a trainer again. I have been walking one to three miles every day. On X-ray my knees are perfectly aligned and there is a nice uniform spacing between the bones. My treatments were extremely successful. I am thriving. I am over-the-moon happy with my outcome. I have my life back.”

Jennifer Ziegler is an active 50-year old woman who injured the ACL of her knee during a skiing accident in January 2015. “I dove out of the way of another skier, heard a pop in my knee, and limped back down the mountain,” she said. ACL injury is common, and like Jennifer, many people are stubborn
and try to muscle through the injury. A few months later, in June, Jennifer reinjured the knee while gardening. “I felt the pain all over again. Getting in and out of the car was difficult. Walking my dogs was interesting. I never knew when my knee was going to give out.”

After her husband convinced her to get an MRI, she visited her orthopedic doctor. He recommended the traditional autotransplant surgery, which involves the removal of part of the infrapatellar tendon at the front of the knee to replace the missing ACL. This type of procedure creates yet another injury and takes up to a year to heal, if it even heals at all. The idea of going through such a surgery made Jennifer uncomfortable. That’s when she contacted me. I referred her to our clinic.

A few days later, she was on a plane to Texas. After examination, our surgeon recommended arthroscopy and injection of BMAC and amnion. Some of her ACL remained intact so he didn’t feel she needed a more extensive procedure. She went through with the treatment, and six weeks later Jennifer was hiking and biking on vacation in Colorado. By January she was skiing again. “I wish everyone had the opportunity to choose a less invasive treatment. It should be covered by insurance. It should be something that everyone in the United States has the option to do,” she said.

Jim Morello is a 70-year-old marathon runner who was experiencing what he called “bone on bone pain” in his knees while running. A friend of his had received stem cell treatment in Colorado and was happy with it, which prompted Jim to research different clinics. After speaking with our orthopedic surgeon, he decided to undergo stem cell treatment along with arthroscopy on both knees.

“The experience was very positive,” he said. “The staff there is awesome.” The procedure occurred on Monday with a follow-up on Thursday, after which he

“I wanted my knees to be in good shape to stay active with my grandkids—that was my biggest impetus.”
Bone Marrow Aspirate Concentrate (BMAC)

Bone marrow aspirate concentrate (BMAC) is the preferred source of stem cells for orthopedic injuries due to the improved focus of the stem cells toward skeletal healing. One peptide secreted by these cells, known as sox-9, is useful in the formation of cartilage. The high concentration of CD34+ stem cells in bone marrow concentrate is another reason why it’s the stem cell source of choice. The CD34+ cells are focused on angiogenesis, or growth of new blood vessels, which are essential for healing orthopedic injuries that are already at a blood supply disadvantage. The bone marrow concentrate secretes what the body already knew it needed in order to heal.

Bone marrow aspiration is a procedure that extracts a small amount of bone marrow in liquid form. Well-tested harvesting techniques allow a simple and safe aspiration to be performed within the clinic under local anesthesia. Bone marrow may be obtained from bones in the leg or arm, or from the iliac crest (hip area). The extracted liquid (between 60 and 120 cc) is then concentrated down to 5 cc. This bone marrow aspirate concentrate is rich in mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs), and other proteins and factors secreted by these cells, such as CD133+ and CD34+.

As discussed elsewhere, MSCs have anti-inflammatory properties, promote blood vessel growth, and are able to modulate the immune system. It has recently been shown that the secretions stimulated by MSCs are responsible for their therapeutic potential, including for cartilage repair. In particular, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) stimulates blood-forming cells (endothelial progenitor cells, or EPCs) to grow new blood vessels in the injured or inflamed area. This process provides nutrients more efficiently and promotes faster healing.

BMAC treatment has been safely used in animal models. Goats that received BMAC showed significant improvements in the damaged joints, with almost complete recovery of the cartilage. Similarly, when treatment was enhanced with BMAC, the cartilage of horses showed greater healing. Horses that received bone marrow-derived MSCs after meniscal damage arthroscopy showed an improvement in ability to return to work compared to those receiving surgery alone. Similarly, rats receiving human bone marrow-derived MSCs as a complement to rotator cuff repair surgery showed early improvements.

BMAC has also been used in clinical settings with no adverse effects and with positive results. Patients who received BMAC after knee surgery showed higher improvement in all
measured scores, with healthy cartilage covering the injured areas in a two-year follow-up. BMAC was also shown to be beneficial in the treatment of bone defects, bone grafts, tendon injuries, and arterial disease in the lower limbs. A recent review reports excellent overall outcomes with the use of BMAC for osteoarthritis and cartilage injuries.

PRP and BMAC have been used together to treat a football athlete following complications of a hip arthroscopy, with significant improvements in physical activity as well as in the appearance of tendons under magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Treatment with BMAC to complement rotator cuff arthroscopy was shown to be safe and to enhance tissue quality in affected tendons after a one-year follow-up.

Probably the most compelling argument for the use of BMAC in orthopedics, both from a patient-centric perspective and also from an economic perspective, is a 2014 article by Hernigou, et al. It documented the results of ten-year study—a follow-up of rotator cuff repair in two groups of patients, one that received BMAC and another that did not. The group receiving BMAC had a 100 percent healing rate at six months, compared to 67 percent in the non-BMAC group. Ten years later only 13 percent of the patients who received BMAC had failure in their rotator cuff compared to 66 percent of the patients who did not. Given the high costs of rotator cuff repair surgery for an insurance company, it becomes readily apparent that paying for a single BMAC procedure would be more cost effective for insurance companies, as well as patients.

returned home to Tulsa. “I was able to start running a little bit over time. I ran a race, carefully, three months later. I had some MRIs done, which showed new growth between the bones—good news after spending the money.” One year after treatment he ran a race that qualified him to be up front in the next Tulsa Run. “I wanted my knees to be in good shape to stay active with my grandkids—that was my biggest impetus,” Jim said. “The stem cell outcome was very positive. I’ve recommended a number of people to go.”
Adapted from data in Hernigou P et al. Biologic augmentation of rotator cuff repair with mesenchymal stem cells during arthroscopy improves healing and prevents further tears: A case-controlled study. Int Orthop. 2014 Sep;38(9):1811-8.
There are currently several clinical trials registered on ClinicalTrials.gov to investigate the effects of treatment with MSCs as an aid to arthroscopic procedures, such as umbilical cord MSCs for ACL (anterior cruciate ligament) arthroscopy, BMAC for rotator cuff arthroscopy, and BMAC for ankle arthroscopy.

David Crumpton, DDS happens to be the dentist for one of our former physician’s family. One day David reached over to lift an object, and with nothing more than a slight amount of pressure, his bicep detached from the bone and tore some of the tendon. He came to Southlake for treatment. Our orthopedic surgeon reattached the bicep and injected BMAC and amnion to help it heal. “The way I think about it is, something tore in my arm so that I could learn how to fix my back,” he said. While his bicep was healing, the pressure he put on his left arm to compensate for his right bicep aggravated an old back injury. As a dentist, Dr. Crumpton is always bent at the waist, which left him with a chronic backache, especially after his bicep injury. He had pinched and injured discs in his lumbar spine that caused a lot of discomfort. Our doctor first referred him to another physician to try epidurals, but when those didn’t work, he recommended a discogram to determine which discs were affected, and then injected BMAC and amnion into three discs. The procedure was done on a Thursday; he experienced some soreness on Friday and Saturday and was back to work on Monday. “Immediately after the surgery the pain went away, and over the next six months it continued to improve week by week. Today I am probably the best I have ever been in 30 years. I feel so great about what I did.”

"Today I am probably the best I have ever been in 30 years."
Elizabeth Fortado, a twenty-one-year-old Division 1 volleyball player for the University of Arkansas, tore all the ligaments in her ankle playing the sport in Europe during her sophomore year. She visited two prominent orthopedic specialists who both told her she needed surgery and that the recovery would be at least eight months. That meant she would not be able to play volleyball that year. Elizabeth’s father was familiar with our surgeon, being a sales representative for orthopedic devices, so he brought Elizabeth in for a consultation. “We would lose two months undergoing this treatment, but we were already going to lose her entire season if she had to have surgery.”

They decided to go ahead with the procedure and Elizabeth was injected with BMAC and amnion in 2015. Eight weeks later she started training again. “I immediately noticed the difference with my ankle,” she said. “It felt so much stronger than it did before. It was amazing. Before the procedure I had so much popping in the ankle that was extremely painful. I have no popping anymore.” Ten weeks later she started her first volleyball game, achieving her highest hitting percentage ever. Then, in her second game, she experienced her all-time career high. “As a high-level athlete trying to get back into the game, to come back and compete at a stronger position than she ever had, it made such an unbelievable difference,” her father added. “Everyone was skeptical about the procedure—her orthopedic surgeons at the school, her trainers— everyone handled her with kid gloves. It blew everyone’s mind that I immediately noticed the difference with my ankle,” she said. “It felt so much stronger than it did before. It was amazing.”
she could come back from such a severe injury. They see those injuries in volleyball and never see people return like that.” Elizabeth experienced a strengthening and improvement in range of motion in her ankle that surpassed even her uninjured ankle. She later returned for another injection of BMAC and amnion to continue to fortify her ankle. “Now my bad ankle at the time is my good ankle, and my good ankle is my bad ankle,” she said.

Billy Minick is a 77-year-old bull rider from Texas. One of the world’s top four professional bull riders in his youth, he has spent his life riding bulls, roping steer, and running Billy Bob’s Texas, a bull riding arena and country club in Fort Worth that he eventually purchased along with three friends. He married his wife, Pam, in 1983 and ran the company with her until 2013 when they both retired. Pam is extremely active with a number of charities and is well known throughout Fort Worth, Texas.

While roping a calf one day, Billy’s arm went limp. “His arm turned blue,” Pam said. He put off a doctor’s visit for a few days, in true cowboy style, but his pain pushed him to consult an orthopedic specialist who recommended a reverse rotator cuff arthroplasty, the most drastic surgery for this type of injury. Billy had seen Pam suffer tremendously for eight months from a lesser surgery two years prior for her own rotator cuff tear. “It was months before I didn’t call my doctor a four-letter word,” she said. Billy was reluctant to undergo a major surgery because he didn’t want to suffer as Pam had, so he sought a second opinion. The next doctor recommended a much more conservative treatment—physical therapy alone.

“My colleagues tend to be at extreme ends of the spectrum,” said a surgeon at RMI. “Mr. Minnick had been told that his shoulder was so chronically injured that he was no longer a candidate for a traditional shoulder replacement, but that he would need a reverse arthroplasty—where they reverse the cup and ball because of the lack of rotator cuff—due to the significant and chronic nature of his tear. At the other end of the spectrum, the second doctor told Mr. Minnick that there was nothing that could be done other than physical therapy to try to get back some deltoid function. I didn’t think either was the best option for Mr. Minnick. Reverse arthroplasty is the
most significant shoulder intervention that can be accomplished surgically. The problem with this surgery is that there are no good fallback procedures—if it doesn’t work out, nothing can be done. It basically burns your bridges. There is nowhere to go after that. The surgery is fairly new, and for patients like Mr. Minick, who do not have significant humeral arthritis, its popularity is beginning to wane.”

Billy’s close friend had been treated with BMAC and amnion with excellent results, and recommended that Billy visit the clinic. Billy had no strength or use of his right arm at the time. Moving his arm was painful and difficult. He decided to pay us a visit. “Mr. Minick had significant weakness of the upper extremity and couldn’t really raise his arm to get his elbow to the level of his chest,” said our doctor. “He had no significant rotator cuff tissue left. He had a complete retraction of the most important muscle of his rotator cuff. His shoulder was basically dislocated—we call it cephalad migration—the bone of his humerus was riding up underneath the bones of his shoulder blade because he had no muscle or tendon of the rotator cuff to keep it in place.”

“After significant discussion of what I thought were his options, I did not think he was a good candidate for stem cell therapy alone. I also did not think he was a good candidate for a total reverse shoulder arthroplasty. I recommended a combination of cell therapy, using injections of his own BMAC along with amnion, and a minimally invasive partial arthroplasty of the shoulder.” After some consideration, Mr. Minick decided to proceed with our surgeon’s recommendations. The doctor was able to clean up the loose pieces and debris in his shoulder with arthroscopy, remove the bone spurs, and insert a partial shoulder that would reduce pain and help improve range of motion. The cell therapy would help increase cellular volume to increase the strength of his deltoid muscle.

Billy’s pain after the procedure was so minimal that he took only one pain pill. “I never had any pain amount to anything other than soreness,” he said. Within several weeks Billy was out of his arm sling and working on range of motion with physical therapy.

“What amazed me,” said the surgeon, “was that even at 77 years old and with little function in his arm at the time of his exam, Mr. Minick was
anxious to get back to roping. I told him that our goal was to see how much function, strength, range of motion, and pain relief we could get for him. Even getting a wallet out of his pocket or putting on a seatbelt was difficult at the time. But sure enough, eight months after the procedure, Mr. Minick was roping again.”

“It wasn’t pretty, but I got him,” Billy said. “The strength part has been a slow process, but I am more than satisfied. It is getting better and better every week. The pain relief was the greatest thing.” Between Pam and some of Billy’s friends who had undergone similar surgeries without cell therapy, their recoveries took much longer than Billy’s. “I credit the stem cells personally,” he said.

“Without cell therapy, this type of surgery—even though it’s minimally invasive—in this age group can still result in significant pain relief but doesn’t really result in improvements of range of motion or strength,” said the surgeon. “With cell therapy, within two months he was able to fully elevate his shoulder. Repopulating the areas of atrophy, the cellularity is restored and the patient heals and has less pain and more function.”

Our goal is to use BMAC and amnion to turn big surgeries into small surgeries and small surgeries into simple injections. In-office injections are currently used for conditions such as osteoarthritic or inflamed joints, partial and full thickness tears, and chronic, painful, partial tearing. Minimally-invasive surgeries are augmented with BMAC and amnion.

I have computed the savings to insurance companies, extrapolated from published data, of the inclusion of autologous BMAC to rotator cuff injury surgery. Assuming a surgical cost of $25,000 and a bone marrow kit cost of $2,500, roughly $4.8 billion would be saved by insurance companies annually due to surgical failures and revision surgeries for shoulders alone. That number does not include any of the lost time at work, or the increased aftercare due to follow-up surgeries that would be saved by employers and employees.

A notable effect of bone marrow concentrate treatment is that patients who undergo orthopedic surgeries may experience a lower infection rate when they receive bone marrow concentrate than they would without
it. At least one surgeon has been able to dramatically lower infection in surgeries that typically have around a three to five percent infection rate. One explanation for this is likely due to the highly antimicrobial peptide known as LL-37, secreted by mesenchymal stem cells found in bone marrow concentrate. Another explanation for reduced infection is the faster healing rate of the wound due to greater mobility of the patient, which increases blood flow to the wound site and reduces swelling.
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